Dean Fernando Miralles-Wilhelm

Message from the Dean

Dear Students, Faculty, Staff, and Alumni,

I hope this newsletter finds you well and engaged in your pursuits. Whether you’re navigating the challenges of a global pandemic, adapting to new technologies, or simply enjoying the sights and sounds of spring in Virginia, I encourage you to take advantage of all that Mason has to offer.

Mason Students Accepted into the Emerging Contaminants in the Environment Conference

Batool Murtadha, a Mason doctoral student and researcher in the Foster Research Lab, was accepted to present her research at the Emerging Contaminants in the Environment Conference. Her work focuses on the presence of pharmaceutical and personal care products. Other emerging contaminants, such as microplastics and endocrine-disrupting chemicals, are also expected to be discussed.
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Future Topics

- "Holes in Space: Seeking the Invisible: Detecting Supermassive Black Holes in Space"
- "Disease Control: Identifying Novel approaches to Controlling Emerging Diseases"
- "FalsePositive®:子電荷池に、生物のIgGとIgNを同一する方法の成功予測の方法"
- "The Cover of a recent edition of Biophysical Journal"
- "The Center for Mathematics and Artificial Intelligence (CMAI) virtually meets on Fridays to discuss control, optimization, anomalous (nonlocal) diffusion, nonlinear partial differential equations, with a broad range of applications.
- "The COS Fellowship and Research Fund provides scholarships to Mason students as they continue to pursue their degrees, regardless of financial situation. In this issue of our Alumni & Friends Newsletter, we recognize students and faculty who have been awarded the COS Fellowship and Research Fund."
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